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but minor edits embed: preview bbcode: Banner recipe Give command powered comments by Disqus You're currently using an older browser and your experience may not be optimal. Please consider upgrading. find out more. In Lotro-Wiki.com go to the navigation Go to the search I understand the confusion. It seems a bit counter intuitive. Let me try to
explain. It will be a bit literal, but I ask with patience: Daemon originally comes from an ancient Greek word that is only meant to be a creature of supernatural power. It can also be applied to the gods and the lesser spirits. Thus, technically, you can argue that Aphrodite, Goddess of Love and Sex, and the most desirable woman in existence, could be called a
Daemon.At at the same time, many ancient cultures ghosts the myths that we would have demons that were of a very sexual and seductive nature. The Mesopotamian Ekimmu, for example, was a kind of vampire/sex demon that seduced men and was considered to be hauntingly beautiful. Christian mythology believed in something called Incubus, a male
demon who had sex with sleeping women, and a female version called Succubus, who had sex with sleeping men. Both were considered supernaturally attractive. In Scotland, the baoban sith (I think I've spelled it wrong! excuse me if anyone knows the correct spelling!) is a competition for beautiful women (hoof feet) that seduced men and then drank their
blood. Irishman Leannan Sidhe was a female spirit creature who inspired poets with her beauty, but often killed them by draining their vitality. Satan himself, originally called Lucifer in the Bible, is described as the most beautiful of the Angels. So, in other words, demons and demonic beings have always had a lot of sexual appeal! As for why they are so often
depicted in red skin and pointed ears, they just come up with the idea of imp. Satan's classic image (goat legs, red skin, horns and tail) was inspired by ancient Greek satires or pan (goat-legged man) and often with red skin Claws and fangs represent the idea of a demon, like the Great Beast Beast in the Bible. I have no idea if the fall hair comes from, but
since you're talking anime and a lot of girls that have green/blue/pink hair, then I'm not going to lose much sleep that you can't explain that! I hope that explains why a lot of demons are depicted with sex-on-legs. for thousands of years, mankind has regarded them as very sexual and seductive creatures. Of course, there are many other demons that are
described as horrible and scary. Egyptian myths speak of a demonic creature that was the head of a crocodile, foreground of a lion and posterior part of a hippopotamon, for example, and vaguely remember reading about a Japanese demon that there was a cross between a man and a turtle, except that it wasn't on top of his head, so if you've got to tip his
head one way or another his brain falls out! So, while the an anates didn't view some demons as sexual and attractive, there were many others that were truly horrible and disgusting looking creatures! (Redirected from Elf features) Piotr Wysocki's last elf The elves have their own work and their own sorrows and little care about the methods of hobbits or any
other creature on Earth. − Gildor Inglorion[1] Elves were the most beautiful creatures in Arda, a much more beautiful species than humans, and generally tall (about [source?] Among them, those who went to Valinor were the most beautiful and with the greatest physical ability. Elves, with sharper senses, vision and hearing detection than men, were slim,
graceful, yet strong, but resistant to extremes of nature, disease and disease. However, many Noldor died at the crossings of Helcaraxe. Practical considerations, including many occasions when people were mistaken for elves (most notably Túrin Turambar), suggest that the difference between elves and humans should have been subtle. [edit] Pointed ears,
whether or not the elvis ears were pointed, are open to speculation,[2][3] but it should be noted that there are no explicit references to the pointed elvis ears of the Hobbit, Lord of the Rings, or Silmarillion. In etymologies (a posthumously published language manuscript from 1937-8), it was claimed that quendian ears were pointed and leaf-shaped than
humans. [4] In another language manuscript (cira 1959-1960), the elvish relationship between ears and leaves is once again noted: Amon Lhaw. ¶ SLAS, ears. las, letter. slasū &gt; Q hlaru, S lhaw. [6] In response to a question about the Hobbit's ear, Tolkien wrote that they were only slightly pointed and elvish. [8] Some fans mean that elvis ears were
pointed, while others said it was an ambiguous statement. [2] [3] [9] [edit] Hair color Vanyar was usually golden-haired, with vanyar meaning fair in Quenya and light-colored hair. [source?] Other elves - including Noldor, Sindar, and - had dark brown or black hair, like Finwë or Maeglin. [10] [Note 1] Lúthien Tinúviel and his distant descendant Arwen Undómiel,
both the fairest of the elves, had dark hair. In addition, the royal houses of Teleri and Sindar had silver hair colours, and Thingol, Círdan and Celeborn all had silver hair. [11] In some cases, elves had atypical hair color, either by simple coincidence or by marriage between clans. A prime example of this is the Royal House of Noldor and their descendants:
Míriel Serindë of Noldori, his first wife Finwë and his mother Fëanor, described as having silvery hair. [12] Fëanor had raven-dark hair,[13] but not all of Fëanor's sons shared this trait; Maedhros and twins Amrod and Amras had auburn hair (although Amrod's hair was getting darker after childhood). [14]:355 This rare red-brown hair color was a feature of
Nerdanel's kinship, mahtan, epessë Rusco fox. [14]:353 Finarfin, Finwë's youngest son, and his descendants were finwë's second wife, Indis a Vanyar, with golden hair. Finarfin's daughter Galadriel showed an extremely rare hair colour that was not observed anywhere else; gold-silver hair, said to be dazzlingly beautiful (the light of the two trees, Laurelin
and Telperion, has been snared in her tresses). [15] Another notable hair coloured Noldo was Glorfindel, whose hair was described as glowing gold. [16] Idril, daughter of Turgon, king of Gondolin, inherited Elenwë of Vanyar from her mother Elenwë. Thranduil, the father of Legolas and Sindarin Elf, is described as the one with golden hair in the Hobbit,[17]
but his son Legolas' own hair color is not included. The golden hair color sometimes refers to other elves: Amroth, the Sindarin Elf of Lothórien is one such case, whose hair is described as shiny and shines like a spark of gold in the sun. [15] In Lord of the Rings, a very similar reference is made to a Lothórien elf whose hair glittered like gold in the sun. [18]
The color of the eye When Tolkien describes elf eyes, they are usually grey. This is certainly true of Lúthien and his descendants, including Elrond and his children (Arwen, Elladan and Elrohir), as well as Aragorn and the Dúnaain. Voronwë, who led Tuor to gondolin, also had grey eyes. Although he was half Noldorin, Maeglin had dark eyes (probably from
his father, Eöl, who was not the Noldori), while Olwë (the brother of Lúthien's father Thingol and a King Telerin) had blue eyes. The eye color of most other elves is not mentioned and so it would be difficult to generalize. [edit] Other characteristics were the elves, as in the spirit of Ainur; they loved all the beauties of nature, especially water, sea, and stars, as
they were the first to see; as a consequence, Ulmo and Varda were the closest Ainurs to them. They were characterized by unsusable curiosity and a desire to learn and create. They hated all evil and generally resisted corrupting more than men, unless evil deceived them in fair form than Annatar. In contrast, their work caused damage to evil, such as
lembas and elven rope, which caused pain to Gollum's skin. However, they were receptive to greed, pride and jealousy, as exemplifies the history of the House of Fëanor or his jealous and unjustified hatred of Saeros Túrin. [19] Eldar was able to manipulate the sanwe-slung (Quenya's mind-opening or telepathy), which allowed them to communicate with
thoughts (Ósanwe). Like men and dwarts, elves slept. In the Two Towers, he says of Legolas, [He] has been lying motionless, his beautiful hands folded to his chest, his eyes excluded, stirring live nights and deep sleep like road elves. [20] Unlike men, elves were also two-handed. [21] Although elves were generally considered the strongest of ilúvatari
children, there are reports that some of the men in the great houses of the first age were physically stronger, albeit less mobile. It is said that the Dragon Helm received farts, but all Hithlum's no head and shoulders were found strong enough to bear the dwarf-helms with ease, so the Great King gave Hador, the Man. [19] Notes References ↑ J.R.R. Tolkien,
Lord of the Rings, The Fellowship of the Ring, Three Companies 2.0 2.1 Conrad Dunkerson , Do the Elves Of Tolkien's Stories Pointy Ears?, The Tolkien Meta-FAQ (available February 15, 2012) ↑ 3.0 3.1 Michael Martinez, Do Tolkien's Elves Have Pointed Ears? dated September 21, 2011, Middle.earth.Xenite.org (available February 15, 2012) ^ J.R.R.
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